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- This research demonstratesa
Abstract
new cognitive phenomenon known as
repetitiondeafness, a difficultyin immediate recall of repeated words in computer-compressed speech. Sixty-four
subjectsheardsentences and lists atfour
speeded rates: 70, 55, 35, and 28 msl
phoneme.Each target wordin the materialsfollowed a pretargetword that was
either identical (repeated-targetcondition)or different(unrepeated-targetcondition),and targetswere harderto recall
whenrepeatedthan unrepeated.Repetitiondeafnesswas rate-limited,occurring
only withrapidrates of presentation(55
mslphoneme or less), and decreased in
magnitudeas structureincreasedfrom
lists to sentences. Implicationsfor current theories of repetition deficits are
discussed.
Accordingto recent literature(e.g.,
Kanwisher & Potter, 1989), repetition
deafness(RD) is a hypotheticalphenomenon that does not occur. Whatdoes occur is its visual counterpart,repetition
blindness(RB). RB refersto the reduced
probabilityof detecting or recalling a
word (or letter) due to prioroccurrence
of the same word (or letter) in a rapidly
presented list or sentence (Bavelier &
Potter, 1992; Kanwisher, 1987, 1991;
Kanwisher & Potter, 1989, 1990;
MacKay,1969).RB is especiallymarked
with rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP),in which words appearone at a
time for a fixed intervalat the same locationon a computermonitor.However,
Kanwisherand Potter (1989) failed to
findRD with rapidauditorypresentation
of sentences and hypothesizedthat RB
occurs at an early or primitivestage of
processing that can accurately encode
repetitionin audition,but not vision. If
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true in general,this visual specificityhypothesis is important,rulingout theories
such as node structure theory (NST;
MacKay & Miller, 1992a), which explains RB in termsof connectionformation processesthatareinfluencedby presentation rate, structure(lists vs. sentences), and lag (numberof words that
intervenebetween repeatedwords), but
are not specific to vision. However,
studying repetitiondeficits may further
understandingof how connections are
formed- the most fundamentalaspect of
learning and memory- if modality-free
theories such as NST are correct.
We had several reasonsfor questioning the visual specificityhypothesis.One
is that previouswork (Wickelgren,1965,
1966)has demonstratedeffects of repetition in immediaterecallof spokendigits,
and these effects resemble RD. The
presentstudy attemptedto reconcilethis
possible conflict between Wickelgren's
and Kanwisher and Potter's studies,
which differedin materials(lists of digits
vs. meaningfulsentences), analyticprocedures, and importantvariables (e.g.,
lag and rate of presentation).Another
reason for questioningthe visual specificity hypothesisis that RB is unresponsive to changes in visual characteristics
of repeatedwordsor letters,such as case
(e.g., a vs. A; Kanwisher,1987;Bavelier
& Potter, 1992), spatial location (Kanwisher& Potter, 1990),andvisualformat
(e.g., nine vs. 9; Bavelier & Potter,
1992). However, RB is responsive to
changes in phonology (see Bavelier &
Potter, 1992),and because phonologyis
clearlyprocessedduringauditoryspeech
perception,the hypothesizednonoccurrence of RD is puzzling.
STUDY 1: REPETITION
DEAFNESS IN WORD LISTS
Study 1 tested the visual specificity
hypothesis for rapid auditorypresentation of wordsin lists, usingthe ingenious
procedure developed by Kanwisher

(1987). Recall of identicalrepeatedversus unrepeatedwords was comparedin
almost identicalcontexts: Lists containing repeated versus unrepeatedtargets
differedonly in a single pretargetword.
For example, recall of the target four
was comparedin "one six ninefour two
three" (unrepeated-target
version, target
and pretarget italicized) and "one six
four four two three" (repeated-target
version); a subject experiencing RD
mightreporthearingonly one of the two
four's in the latter version. Study 1 also
manipulatedpresentationrate and lag.
AlthoughKanwisher(1987, Experiment
1) systematically manipulatedrate and
lag using RSVP, her subjects' task was
to reportwhat wordwas repeatedin lists
that containedonly targetsthat were repeated. The relative retrievabilityof repeated versus unrepeated targets, althoughessentialfor evaluatingeffects of
lag and presentationrate on repetition
deficits, has never been examined.
Method
Sixty-four students in introductory
psychology classes received partial
course credit for participation.All were
fluent speakers of English and reported
normalhearing.
We constructedrepeated- and unrepeated-targetversionsof 16 lists (see the
appendixfor details):Pretargetsand targets were the same for repeated-target
versions and different for unrepeatedtarget versions (see Table 1). Repeated
targetswere eitherrepeatedimmediately
(0-lag, e.g., "bush bush") or separated
by one shortword(1-lag,e.g., "matplan
mat").1
1. Note that immediate, or 0-lag, repetition
is practicable for rapid auditory presentation,
but not RSVP: Because an RSVP word falls
without lag on top of its predecessor, 0-lag
repetition in RSVP corresponds to a single
word presented for twice as long.
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Table1. Examplematerialsfor Study 1 (lists) and Study2 (sentences)
Kind of stimulus
Repeated-targetlist
Unrepeated-targetlist
Repeated-targetsentence
Unrepeated-target
sentence
Ungrammaticalfiller
Normalfiller

Example
Lists (Study 1)
burdenmat plan mat thunderhand
burdenage plan mat thunderhand
Sentences (Study 2)
They wantedto play sports but sports were not
allowed
They wanted to play ball but sports were not
allowed
When we went to the it was very crowded
When we went to the store it was very crowded

Note.Targetsandpretargets
areitalicized.

Subjects were informed that they
would hear word stringsplayed at various speeded rates over headphonesand
that they were to repeat each string
aloudas soon as it ended. Subjectswere
warned that one or more words in a
stringwould sometimesbe repeatedand
that they were to report each word in
order,and as many times as they heard
it. Lists were presentedat four rates (28,
35, 55, and 70 ms/phoneme2)that varied
orthogonallywith list type (see the appendixfor details).
Results and Discussion

targets), with no significantdifferences
at any rateor combinationof rates(highest r[l, 63] = 0.86, p = .393). However,
RD interacted with rate (F[3, 189] =
6.93, p < .001) because of a floor effect
at 28 ms/phonemeand absence of RD at
70 ms/phoneme(see Fig. 1). This latter
finding suggests that RD, like RB, is a
rate-limitedphenomenonthat does not
occur at rates slower than about 70 ms/
phoneme.Absence of RD at our slowest
rate also suggests that RD is not attributable to response bias or other subject
strategies(which should be more rather
thanless effective with increasedtime to
apply them).

Figure 1 (left panel) plots correct recall of repeated and unrepeatedtargets
as a function of presentationrate. The
effect of ratewas significant(F[3, 189] =
68.26, p < .001), and across all rates,
subjects correctly recalled unrepeated
targetssignificantlymore often than repeatedtargets(41%vs. 29%;F[l, 63] =
10.28,p < .05). This inhibitoryeffect of
repetitionreopensissues previouslyconsideredclosed, for example,the question
of whether earlier results (Wickelgren,
1965, 1966)are relevant to currentprocedures and theories of repetitiondeficits.
Lag had no effect on RD (i.e., correct
report for unrepeated minus repeated

2. Our ms/phoneme rates used Anderson's
(1991) definition of phonemes and corresponded to 90, 113, 177, and 225 ms/word, or
11.11, 8.85, 5.65, and 4.44 words/s.
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Fig. 1. Percentagecorrect target report
for lists (left panel; Study 1) and sentences (rightpanel; Study 2) as a function of repetitioncondition and presentation rate.

STUDY 2: REPETITION
DEAFNESS IN SENTENCES
Because RD is clearly sensitive to
temporal factors, and because Kanwisher and Potter (1989)looked for RD
only in sentences at a single rate (133
ms/word),with relativelylong lags (one
to three words) separating repeated
words, it is possible that RD may occur
in sentences at more rapidrates or with
shorterlags. This possibility seemed all
the morelikely because, relativeto reading, auditorysentence processingbenefits from more extensive prior practice
(MacKay, 1981; 1982; 1987, p. 72) and
faster rates of processing (MarslenWilson, 1989). Study 2 therefore attemptedto replicateKanwisherand Potter's (1989) results for sentences using
shorterlags and a rangeof rapidrates to
determinewhetherRD would occur for
some rate or some lag.
Method
Subjectsandmethodwere identicalin
Studies 1 and 2 except that stimuliwere
sentences. Indeed, both experiments
were run in the same session, separated
by a 4-min break, with Study 2 either
precedingor followingStudy 1, in counterbalancedorder.However, we present
the two studies separatelyhere to clarify
exposition of their differingresults. For
example, effects of repetition differed
significantlyacross the two experiments
(F[l, 63] = 15.09,p < .001, with type of
materialas a within-subjectsfactor and
presentationorderas a between-subjects
factor).
Subjects heard and immediatelyrecalled 32 strings, 16 experimentalsentences randomlyinterspersedamong 16
fillers (see Table 1). Use of words from
lists in Study 1 was avoidedin constructing the sentences. The experimentalsentences averaged nine words long and
were grammatically acceptable; repeated- and unrepeated-targetversions
of a sentence were similar in meaning
and syntax. Eight fillers were ungrammatical, and eight were normal sentences with novel syntax and no repeated words. Fillers ensured that subjects would not focus on repetitionsand
could sometimes expect ungrammatical
sentences, as might occur because of
RD. Lags, rates, and compressionprocedures were the same as in Study 1.
VOL. 5, NO. 1, JANUARY 1994
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Instructions were the same as in
Study 1 except that subjects were not
told that sentences would contain repeated words. Subjects were asked for
verbatimrecall without paraphrasingor
"fixing the sentences up, even though
some might sound strange or ungrammatical."Sessions began with four representative practice sentences, and
counterbalancingwas the same as in
Study 1.
Results
Scoringprocedureswere the same as
in Study 1. Figure 1 (rightpanel) shows
meanpercentageof correctreportfor repeatedand unrepeatedtargetsas a functionof presentationrate. The maineffect
of rate was significant (F[3, 189] =
236.83,p < .05), but neitherthe overall
effect of repetition(F[l, 63] = 2.02, p >
.16) nor the Repetition x Rate interaction (F[3, 189] = 2.00, p > .116) was
significant.Because of a ceiling effect,
no evidence of RD was possible at the
slowestpresentationrates (55 and 70 ms/
phoneme), but the pattern was similar
for faster rates: Subjects correctly reportedrepeatedtargets at least as often
as unrepeatedtargets averaged across
ratesand lags (71%vs. 69%).However,
a post hoc test indicateda significanteffect of lag on RD at 35 ms/phoneme,with
greater RD for 0- than 1-lag targets
(Walshtest, z = -3.20, p < .002). The
same test indicatedthat for 0-lag targets
presentedat 35 ms/phoneme,unrepeated
targetswere recalled significantlymore
often than repeatedtargets(z = -4.28,
p < .001), and this RD effect for 0-lag
targetswas at least as large(29%)as the
largestRD effect for lists in Study 1 (23%
at 55 ms/phoneme).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Results for Study 2 suggest that RD
may occur for sentences with immediately repeatedtargetspresentedat a relatively rapid rate (35 ms/phoneme).
However, RD for sentences is clearly
nonexistentat slower rates and longer
lags, replicating and extending Kanwisher and Potter's (1989) observation
for 1- to 3-lagsentences presentedat 133
ms/word. An adequate theory must
thereforeexplain why RD is in general

Fig. 2. Selected nodes for encoding the
auditorysentence "They wantedto play
sports, but sports were not allowed."
Note thata singlelexicalnode represents
the repeated word "sports." Acoustic
andphonologicalnodes are omittedfrom
the figure.
weakerfor sentences (Study2) thanlists
(Study I).3 The NST (MacKay, 1987,
1990;MacKay& Miller, 1992a)provides
one such explanation.Considerfirst the
mainbasis in NST for repetitiondeficits
in sentences. Under NST, a single node
or set of nodes representsa lexical concept in long-termmemory,and encoding
proceedsin partby formingconnections
from already existing lexical nodes to
phrase-level nodes (MacKay & Miller,
1992a).For example,considerthe nodes
illustratedin Figure2 for comprehending
the sentence "They wanted to play
sports, but sports were not allowed."
The single lexical node for the repeated
concept (sports) must quickly connect
with two phrase nodes, for the verb
phrase "to play sports" and the proposition "sports were not allowed" (see
Fig. 2). Lexical nodes for unrepeated
concepts (e.g., to, were, and allowed)
become connected with only a single
phrase node, and these one-to-one connections can be formed quickly and in
3. The list-sentence differenceis difficult
to explain undera memoryload hypothesis,
whereby repetitiondeficits are inversely related to short-termmemorycapacity(Park&
Kanwisher, 1991). The greater RD for lists
than sentences does correlateinversely with
one index of memorycapacity,namely,overall level of correct recall, which was greater
for sentences than lists (70%vs. 34%).However, if level of correct recall is equatedfor
lists and sentences(e.g., for subjectsperceiving lists at 35 ms/phonemein Study 1 and sentences at 28 ms/phonemein Study2; see Fig.
1), lists butnot sentencesexhibitRD, suggesting that memorycapacityis irrelevantto the
greaterRD for lists.

parallel, whereas the one-to-manyconnections from repeated concepts to
phrasenodes requiremore time because
they must be formedin sequence:A single node can generate connections to
only one other node at a time (MacKay,
1990). Given the time pressureof rapid
presentation,the first connectionfrom a
repeatedconcept maybe formed,but not
the second, resultingin RD, a failureto
encode and retrievethe second instance
of a concept, together with its phonology. This explainswhy slower presentation rates eliminateRD: When sufficient
time separatespretargetfrom target, repeated and unrepeated words become
equallyeasy to encode and retrieve.
Thus, accordingto NST, factors that
facilitate the rapid linking of words to
phrases or, in the case of lists, chunks
should diminishthe likelihoodof repetition deficits. One of these factors is syntax. Sentences (unlikelists) containsyntactic cues that indicate in redundant,
nested fashion how words link together
into phrases. For example, considerthe
words "to play sports" in Figure2. The
infinitivaldeterminer"to" signalsthat a
verb follows and calls for links with a
verb-phrasenode, to which the object
"sports" also becomes linked. By enablingrapidformationof word-to-phrase
links, syntax reduces the probabilityof
RD in sentences relativeto lists.
Anotherfactor that can differentially
reduce RD for sentences relativeto lists
is prosody, acoustic cues to phrase
structuresuch as timing, stress, pitch,
and intonation (Levelt, 1990, pp. 365412). Like syntax, prosodiccues occurin
sentences but not lists and, underNST,
reduceRD by makingit easier for listeners to determinehow words combinetogether into phrases, thereby increasing
the time availablefor formingthe one-tomany links requiredto encode and retrieve repeatedwords.
Prior practice, variability,and interference are a final set of factors that can
differentiallyreduce RD for sentences
relative to lists. Unlike the sometimes
highlypracticedconnectionsfor familiar
phrases such as to play sports, connections for chunks in lists are novel, unpracticed,and variable;their precise nature can vary from list to list, subjectto
subject, and trialto trial. Some subjects
may chunk lists by linking each word
with superordinatenodes representing
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ordinal positions in the list. Other subjects may encode lists into beginning,
middle, and end chunks, the size of
which will vary and cannot normally be
determined until the end of the list
(Wickelgren, 1979). Moreover, consistent application of either of these chunking strategies will result in cross-list interference (Wickelgren, 1979) that can
further slow the chunking process and
increase the likelihood of RD in lists relative to sentences.
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APPENDIX: METHODOLOGICALDETAILS, STUDY 1

Materials
Lists containedsix, seven, or eight unrelatedcontentwordsthat were equatedfor average frequency using Francis and Kuc.era
(1982).Lists containing0-lag and l-lag repetitionswereidenticalin length(Af = 7 words).
Pretarget and target words were closely
matchedin frequencyandaveragelength(2-4
phonemes)and never occurredfirst or last in
a list. Repetitionof words across lists was
avoided.

Compression Procedures
To achieve the four presentationrates, a
speakerof standardAmericanEnglish(M.M.)
repeatedlyadjustedher outputuntillist duration correspondedto 140 ± 3 ms/phoneme(a
slow rate) and 110 ± 3 ms/phoneme(a brisk
rate),measureddigitallyusinga MacRecorder
50

installed in a MacintoshSE computer.The eight tapes. Each tape contained 16 lists (8
software(SoundEdit2.0.1) sampledthe input repeated-targetversions, with 2 presentedat
22,000times per second andthen compressed each of the four rates, plus unrepeatedverthe digitizedrecordby scanningthe samples, sions of the remaining8 lists, likewise with 2
identifyingrecurrentor nearlyrecurrentsam- presentedat each of the four rates),with verples, deleting these redundantsamples until sions and rates counterbalancedacross sub50%of the total samplesremained,and abut- jects. A 250-ms tone alerted subjects to an
ting these residual samples. This procedure upcominglist, whicharrived100ms later,and
acceleratedthe originalrecordingsby a factor subjectsrespondedduringan 8,000-mssilent
of 2, but gave fairlyhighintelligibilityand left
periodthat followed each list.
Order of rates and repetitionconditions
pitchunchanged.The two initialrecordingsof
the materialswere compressedtwice in this varied randomlyacross the eight tapes, exmanner,once for the 70 and 55 ms/phoneme cept that averageserialpositionfor repeatedlists was keptconstant.
rates,andagainfor the 35 and28 ms/phoneme andunrepeated-target
rates.
Tapeswere playedto subjectsvia headphones
linkedto a four-tracktape deck. Subjectoutput was tape-recorded,but the experimenter
(M.M.) also transcribedresponses "on line"
Procedure and Design
onto scoringsheets that were uniquefor each
After computer compression, lists were
tape. Each session beganwith a practicetape
transferredto eight audiotapes, with each
that containedtwo repeated-and two unresubjectrandomlyassignedto hearone of the
peated-targetlists, one at each of the four
VOL. 5, NO. 1, JANUARY 1994
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rates in "random" order, except that the fastest rate never came first.

Analyses
Each trial was scored for correct target recall (i.e., inclusion of the target word in a subject's response). To distinguish target from

pretarget in recall of 0-lag lists, both target
and pretarget had to be included in order to
count as correct target recall, for both repeated- and unrepeated-target versions. For
1-lag lists, serial position of a target relative to
other recalled words almost always disambiguated whether target or pretarget had been
recalled. In rare instances when ambiguity re-

mained, repeated targets were scored as correct even though only one was recalled, a
highly conservative procedure that works
against observing RD (i.e., decreased report
of repeated relative to unrepeated targets).
Planned analyses were univariate analyses of
variance, and post hoc tests were t tests unless indicated otherwise.
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